ANNUAL COMMITMENT TO THE CLASS: ________________________________

DAY: ________________  LENGTH: ______ minutes  SCHEDULE: __________

PROFESSOR ________________

PROFESSOR’S PHONE NUMBER AND EMAIL ________________________________

☐ I will pay to the Learning Classical Music Club the registration fees per year 2 weeks after my registration at the latest:

☐ CHF 60.– per member

☐ CHF 50.– per member, if a family member is part of CERN Staff Association (attach a copy of the membership card)

☐ I will pay to the Learning Classical Music Club my fees for weekly/bimonthly lessons before October 31st:

CHF __________

Learning Classical Music Club - 1200 Genève - CH78 0900 0000 1236 8121 1

(Please mention the student and professor’s names)

☐ I will pay to my teacher each single lesson/sessions fees 2 weeks after having received the invoice at the latest.

☐ I confirm that I have read the Learning Classical Music Club regulations (back page) and agree with the image right clause.

DATE __________________

Student’s signature ____________________

LCMC teacher’s signature ____________________

(or a legal representative)
REGULATIONS

REGISTRATION AND REGISTRATION FEES

Before enrolling, the Learning Classical Music Club offers a trial lesson at the price of a unit lesson (this price will be deducted from the trimester fee in case of registration). The registration is definitive as soon as the registration sheet is filled out and signed by the student and professor. One registration per lesson. The registration is valid for the entire current year. As long as places are available, registrations can be made throughout the year.

Registration fees are Frs 60.- per member for a year (from September 1st to August 31st). If a family member is part of the CERN Staff Association, registration fees are Frs 50.- per member for a year.

In case of cancellation, there will not be any refund.

ANNUAL COMMITMENT

All subscriptions are annual, except in case of a move. In this case the student will have to send a registered letter, a month before leaving, to the club committee.

FEES

Term fees are annual and payable in advance by e-banking or Bulletin de Versement to the LCMC.

For individual lessons, the dates of payment: September 20th, November 30th, March 1st.

For group lessons, the date of payment: October 31st.

Unit lessons and chamber music's lessons are charged at the end of each month and must be paid to the teacher no later than 2 weeks after receipt of the invoice.

Late payments would result in the suspension of lessons, while the invoice remains outstanding.

CHANGES AND CANCELLATION OF LESSONS

Teachers may either re-schedule a lesson or be replaced by qualified musicians for professional obligations. Lessons could be given online. They will then inform their students well in advance.

Any absence should be notified to the teacher 24 hours in advance. In the case of a course missed by the student, the course are not replaced.

LIABILITY

All club members are liable for any damage they might cause in the club.

IMAGES

During its various activities the Learning Classical Music Club may take pictures of club members. By registering the student gives the right for the Learning Classical Music Club to use his/her image in the unique setting of the promotion of club activities. The image can be published online on the official website of the club and may appear on posters or printed posters.

If for any reason the student does not accept these conditions, he/she must send an e-mail to the Club Committee (lcmc-info@cern.ch) who will respect the request during the duration of the student's inscription to the club.

LESSON SCHEDULE

Lessons will start at the beginning of September and will finish at the end of June of the following year.

In this period, the LCMC assure to all subscribed persons, 33 individual lessons, 33 group lessons except occasional courses.

FEES

**Instrument workshop** 10 45-minute lessons: Frs 300.- for the 10-lesson card (Frs 35.- per unit lesson)

**Chamber music** 60-minute lesson: Frs 120.- per lesson (price divided by amount of people on lesson)

**Music theory**

- 30 sessions of 45 minutes : Frs 760.- per year**
- 15 sessions of 90 minutes : Frs 780.- per year**
- 15 sessions of 60 minutes : Frs 540.- per year**
- Duet course : price upon request

**Introduction to music** -Song, Percussion & Mouvements 33 sessions of 45 minutes : Frs 600.- per year **

* This course can also be held as an individual lesson

** Class opening from 3 enrolled